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Simon is a senior manager who leads our Finance Transformation team in the
North.
He is predominantly focused on the Real Estate and Manufacturing industries
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Doug is a Senior Manager within our audit department, with over 7 years
experience, specialising in Consumer Business and Leisure clients. He leads on
some of Deloitte’s largest clients in the NW, including Japan Tobacco, N Brown
Group and Total Fitness.
In addition to this, Doug leads Deloitte’s ‘Distinctive Audit’ programme in the NW
and has been at the heart of implementing data analytics into our audits.
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specialises in advising large corporate groups on international tax
matters.

Martin has extensive experience in supply chain
structures and the transfer pricing of intellectual property.
Having previously worked in-house for a major
pharmaceutical group, Martin is able to leverage his
experience in the implementation and monitoring of
transfer pricing policies.

Martin works primarily with global multinationals and has extensive
experience of helping group’s manage cross border tax issues and
implement complex restructuring projects.
Martin is part of Deloitte’s International Strategic Tax Review team and
has led many large tax strategy projects to help group’s align their tax
strategy with operational and commercial business changes.
Martin is a Chartered Accountant (CA) and Chartered Tax Advisor
(CTA).
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How do you compare?
Finance Function Benchmarking Survey: high level results

Simon Davidson
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How do you compare?
Agenda

• Background to the survey
• Headline numbers
• Specific areas of focus
‒
‒
‒
‒
‒

Team size compared to turnover
Delegation and outsourcing
Length and timetable of management accounts
KPI selection
The burden of transactional processing

• Closing comments
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Background to the survey
An underlying concept and participant details
Four Faces of Finance

The survey
• Quantitative and qualitative
• Snapshot only – but do you know
the reasons for how you compare?
• 250 respondents
• 100 listed, 150 private
• Wide ranging industries and sizes

Major themes to consider
• Business partnering
• Headcount factors
• Enablers – technology & process
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Headline numbers
All industries

76% of participants
believe that their Finance
Function is appropriately
resourced

45% of participants perform
a hard close on the whole trial
balance every month

44% of companies use analytical

19%

Only
of participants
strongly agree that they have
well documented and tested
internal controls

51% of participants use
OCR or similar technology to
speed up invoice processing

43% of participants do not use
Purchase Orders consistently
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tools to analyse data at the month end

What is your highest priority?

46% - profitability
22% - revenue growth
13% - cash flow and funding
8% - cost reduction
2% - staffing

Team size compared to turnover
All industries – a scalable function?

Size of total Finance Function

Over 250

100 - 250

50 - 99

25 - 49

10 - 24

Fewer than 10

0-£30m
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£30- 100m

£100–250m

£250-500m

Source: Deloitte Finance Function Survey September 2013

£500m -£1bn Over £1bn

Turnover

Delegation and outsourcing
All industries – focussing on core activities?
Payroll

Internal Audit
Within Finance
Outsourced
Shared Service Centre
Other
Not applicable

Accounts Payable

Accounts Receivable
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Source: Deloitte Finance Function Survey September 2013

Length and timetable of management accounts

Number of working days to produce mgmt acs

All industries – brevity and timeliness or completeness?

Over 30

20-30

16-20

10-15

5-9

2-4

1-5

6-10

11-15

16-20

21-40

Length of management accounts (pages)
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Source: Deloitte Finance Function Survey September 2013

Over 40

KPI selection
All industries – focussing on strategic aims or covering all bases?

Financial KPIs

30+ KPIs

Non-financial KPIs

15+ KPIs

1-3 KPIs

20-30KPIs

13-15 KPIs

13-19
KPIs

1-2 KPIs

9-12 KPIs

6-8 KPIs

4-7 KPIs
8-12 KPIs
3-5 KPIs
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Source: Deloitte Finance Function Survey September 2013

The burden of transactional processing
Selected industries – do the varying volumes change the IT and team required?
All industries

Real Estate & Construction

Retail

Percentage of survey respondents

40%

35%

30%

25%

20%

15%

10%

5%

0%

Up to 10

11 - 50

51 - 250

251 - 999

1000 - 5000

Number of purchase invoices processed each month
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Source: Deloitte Finance Function Survey September 2013

Over 5000

Closing comments
Thoughts to leave you with for now

• Are you an outlier?
• Is there a reason for that?
• Is Finance ready to deliver the role that you want it to deliver?
• What tools can you use as enablers?

• Invitations to next year’s survey – Summer 2014
• Support in the meantime – sidavidson@deloitte.co.uk or a Deloitte colleague
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Data Analytics

Deloitte Finance Club
30 April 2014

Deloitte Audit Analytics
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Our Vision

To help deliver a more distinctive
Audit service in the market

By

Using data to deliver a faster, better,
and more impressive Audit

Faster

Better

More Impressive

Reducing manual
audit activities

Improving the quality
of assurance & insight

Use cutting edge technology
& demonstrate innovation

Deloitte Finance Club
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Deloitte Audit Analytics - Spotlight
• As discussed above, a major part of the change programme is to dramatically
increase the use of audit analytics in the audit services that we offer to our
clients to provide a faster, better and more impressive audit service.

• In response to this strategic move, the audit analytics team have developed a
dedicated audit analytics platform called Spotlight.
• Spotlight is a dedicated IT platform hosted within the Deloitte data centres,
designed under the following principles:

Efficiency
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Security

Accessibility
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Deloitte Audit Analytics - Spotlight
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Deloitte Audit Analytics
Benefits driven by Analytics
Confidence
• Increase the confidence I have
in testing
• Replace manual sampling with
analytic tests
• Increase sample size to 100%
coverage

Insight

• Given a control failure, what
was the resultant impact to the
business?
• Provide analysis of the extent to
which a control has failed
• Allows quantification of control
breakdowns

Root Cause

• New tests can be performed to
better inform auditors about risks
and controls

• What is the cause of an
exception found in testing? Can
I identify the root cause?

• Bespoke test creation based on
risks identified in audit planning

• Deep analysis of a control
failure and the reasons for the
failure

• Make use of multiple data
sources
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Impact
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Deloitte Data Analytics - Benefiting from Insight
Successful uses of Analytics are always rooted in real business problems
Applying Analytics…

For example:


Customer &
Growth

…to enhance the
customer lifecycle,
sales and pricing
processes, and overall
customer experience







Operations &
Supply-chain

…to provide insights
across the
organisation’s value
chain







Finance

Workforce

Risk &
Regulatory
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…to measure, control,
and optimise financial
management processes
…to enhance and
optimise workforce
processes and
intelligence
…to measure, monitor
and mitigate enterprise
risk




Detailed segmentation to better target cross-sell and upsell activity
Understanding lifestyle factors to improve pricing & risk
calculations for insurance products
Predicting the impact of different compliance actions (e.g.
court cases) on [music] licensing revenues
Identifying and managing the most profitable customers
(customer lifetime value) across a portfolio of products
and services
Analysing spend to identify efficiencies across the value
chain
Monitoring vehicle fleet use and forecast demand to
optimise fleet size and deployment
Identifying candidate locations for new sites (e.g. depots,
or retail outlets) based on a range of geospatial factors
Monitoring traffic flows using mobile-phone location data

Consolidating financial reporting with other data to
provide multi-dimensional views and more accurate
financial forecasts
Simulating the impact of changes in the financial markets
(e.g. stress testing of the banking system)
Analysing aggregated financial returns to suggest tax
efficient structures






Reducing overtime by optimising scheduling
Forecasting demand to improve workforce planning
Identifying early indicators of attrition to improve retention
Analysing employee data to identify those most at risk of
workplace accidents



Identifying and investigating instances of fraud and error
in payment systems
Monitoring compliance with financial regulations (e.g.
sanctions, anti-bribery & corruption laws, etc)
Identifying cyber-security breaches from patterns of user
behaviour
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Tax
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Tax update
Introduction and Agenda

1. Economic backdrop and tax environment

Martin Krivinskas

2. Base Erosion and Profit Shifting (BEPS)

Martin Copley

‒ Progress to date and recent developments
‒ Areas for change
‒ Assessing readiness for change
3. Conclusions
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Economic backdrop and tax environment
Tax has become a media hot topic

Tax Justice Tour Bus travelling
UK cities in 2012

New tax series in The Times,
September 2012

Tax Avoidance - the movie – currently
playing at film festivals in the US

The TUC has reignited its
focus on tax with the launch of
spoof ‘Kerching’

‘Intruders’ video achieves 200k hits in
under a week under YouTube
Campaigners are using social
media to great effect. Richard
J Murphy has 12.5k followers
on Twitter and a Klout score
of 81. (Justin Bieber has the
‘perfect’ Klout score of 100).
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Responsible Tax

Mitt Romney’s personal tax affairs
have led to tax being widely talked
about on social media in US

A co-ordinated social media
campaign resulted in HMRC
receiving 900 identical letters
during GAAR consultation

Tax Avoidance – the Irish rap album
©2014 Deloitte LLP. All rights reserved.

Economic backdrop and tax environment
Common themes
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Claims that MNCs are
dodging taxes

Allegations of tax
avoidance at home

Pressure on tax
authorities

Introduction of antiavoidance legislation

Retrospective legislation and
‘naming and shaming’

Renewed scrutiny of
arrangements/’deals’

Charges of exploiting
developing world

Attacks on brand and
reputation

Focus on personal tax
position

Demands for greater
transparency

Impact on revenues
and key relationships

Link to exec remuneration
and personal tax planning
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Economic backdrop and tax environment
Regulatory and other changes on the horizon

Increased
analyst/
investor
interest in
tax

US Senate
report on
avoidance

Government
procurement
rules

Changing
tax
environment

Tax as a
licence to
operate for
companies
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CBI and
others’
principles

Country-bycountry
reporting for
all

OECD Base
Erosion and
Profit Shifting

Dow Jones
Sustainability
Index
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Base Erosion & Profit Shifting (BEPS)
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BEPS
Change is inevitable
Why now?
• Perception that international tax law has not kept pace with the changing global business environment

• Public and political momentum for change
• Unilateral action already being taken
OECD Action Plan

• July 2013 BEPS Action Plan released – 15 specific areas to address
• Sets deadlines to conclude on Actions – between September 2014 and December 2015
Purpose
• International, consensus-driven action to address BEPS

• Outcomes will take effect in three ways:
• Recommendations to countries to change their domestic rules
• Changes to the OECD model tax convention and recommendations that countries adopt the new
model
• Changes to the Transfer Pricing Guidelines – which are incorporated into UK law
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BEPS
The areas under review
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1

Digital economy

2

Hybrids

3

CFCs

4

Interest deductions

5

Harmful tax practices

6

Prevent treaty abuse

7

Permanent Establishment status

8

Transfer pricing – Intangibles

9

Transfer pricing – risk & capital

10

Transfer pricing – high risk transactions

11

BEPS data collection

12

Disclosure of aggressive tax planning

13

Transfer pricing documentation

14

Dispute resolution

15

Multilateral instrument

Establishing international coherence
of corporate income taxation

Restoring the full effects and benefits
of international standards

Ensuring transparency while
promoting increased certainty and
predictability

Implementation
©2014 Deloitte LLP. All rights reserved.

BEPS
Progress and timeline
July 2013

January – March
2014

Other 2014 deliverables
due

OECD’s Action Plan
released

•

• Identifies 15 Actions
for further work

• Establishes
deadlines

September/
December 2015

September 2014

Recent developments
Following discussion drafts
to address specific actions
released:
•
Action 13: TP
documentation and CbC
reporting
•
Action 1: Digital Economy
•
Action 2: Hybrid
•
Action 6: Treaty abuse

•
•

Action 5: Harmful tax
practices
Action 8: Intangibles
Action 15: The
multilateral instrument

2015 deliverables
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
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Action 3: CFC rules
Action 4: Interest
deductions
Action 7: PE
Actions 8, 9 and 10:
TP of intangibles, risks
and capital, other
Action 11: BEPS data
collection
Action 12: Disclosure
of aggressive tax
planning
Action 14: Dispute
resolution
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BEPS
What’s on the horizon?
Areas for change
Hybrid instruments
and entities

• Loss of tax advantages associated with hybrids and conduit entities

Transfer pricing

• Road map to attack substance-light intragroup arrangements

Permanent
establishments

• Lowering the threshold for recognition

Debt deductions

• Limitation of interest deductions

Compliance and data
provision
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Implications

• New tax compliance obligations
• Increased information exchange between tax authorities
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Conclusions
Change is inevitable

Regulatory tax change is likely to increase
Identify, understand and quantify potential tax risks
Align tax strategy to commercial change
Make tax strategy forward looking

Take
action

Effective implementation is critical
Get the Board to endorse tax policy
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Questions and close
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